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Development of automotive electronics gives Henkel high growth opportunities

At the wheel

Düsseldorf – Connectivity and in-vehicle infotainment, safety and autonomous driving, the proliferation of hybrid and electric cars (EV) – today’s automobiles are high-tech digital wonders that wouldn’t be possible without technologies from Henkel.

The automotive industry is undergoing a massive transformation. Connected and intelligent cars are starting to make their way onto the road, creating a much different future than one could have imagined even a mere decade ago. The number of electronic modules in an average car has increased from 20 in the year 2000 to 50 today. This number will continue to grow to over 100 within the next few years – and Henkel Adhesive Technologies can provide sealing, protection and performance enhancement to all of them. Be it electronic control units, sensors, connectors or displays: High-impact solutions from Henkel are used across quite a variety of electronic components built into vehicles with conventional combustion engines as well as Hybrid and EV.

“Even more exciting than the increase in electronic modules is the rapid growth of electric vehicles, which contain more than twice the value of Henkel material than a traditional combustion engine car,” says George Kazantzis, Global Head of Marketing and Sales at Henkel’s Automotive business. “With strong partnerships with leading innovators of the industry and an unmatched technology portfolio, Henkel is uniquely positioned as full solution provider to enable this transformation of the car industry.”

On the road to autonomous driving 
What was once a fantasy is well on its way to becoming reality: Companies such as Tesla, BMW, Mercedes and even Google are already creating prototypes and testing driverless cars. The way to autonomous driving has been a long time in the making, with advanced driver assistance systems laying the foundation. This includes clever things like rear-collision warning systems, blind-spot detection, and adaptive cruise control. 

“This will eventually lead to fully autonomous driving, powered by sensors, cameras and radar systems,” says Nicolas Krauss, Global Head of Automotive Electronics at Henkel. “For example, new high end models of well-known electric vehicle manufacturers are already equipped with 12 ultrasonic sensors, eight cameras and one radar system and can automatically change lanes, merge on and off highways and park itself.”

Henkel enables such systems with the broadest technology toolbox for advanced electronic material solutions in the market. These include thermal interface materials, conductive inks, advanced gasketing, potting, bonding and coating solutions.

Advanced display designs and human-machine-interface technologies play a key role in enhancing passenger comfort and infotainment. Henkel’s innovative optical bonding portfolio enables automotive system suppliers to improve visual clarity of these displays.

Green on the street
The number of electric vehicles will quadruple over the next four years from 500,000 vehicles produced per year today to around two million by 2020 – that’s around two percent of the global automotive market. At the heart of every one of them is a battery. Or, a lot of batteries: They make up 35 percent of the weight of the vehicle, 50 percent of the costs and even 80 percent of the impact on key factors like driving distance, ability to accelerate and charging duration. 

Advancements in lithium-ion batteries, especially the technology of the battery cell itself and for the assembled battery pack, are pushing growth for both hybrid and electric cars. Battery packs are becoming increasingly more affordable and lighter with a boost in range and power. In fact, electric vehicles today can go for over 200 miles per charge. Henkel is developing conductive coatings to improve electrical conductivity and chemical resistance in batteries, enabling improvements in battery efficiency and reliability.

The performance and reliability of the battery is highly dependent on its ability to maintain a consistent temperature – never getting too hot or too cold. This makes thermal management solutions absolutely vital. Henkel’s range of thermal interface materials and printed heaters keep batteries from overheating by dissipating heat quickly and efficiently. Its printed heaters keep batteries from getting too cold even in harsh conditions.

Down the road
Looking ahead to the next five years, the majority of the innovation in vehicles will come from the electronics systems, providing a key differentiator to car manufacturers around the world. These are demanding applications where reliability is key.

These applications are important drivers for the automotive industry and Henkel is well positioned to continue to be the trusted partner of choice for Automotive OEMs and Tier 1 suppliers.

About Henkel
Henkel operates globally with a well-balanced and diversified portfolio. The company holds leading positions with its three business units in both industrial and consumer businesses thanks to strong brands, innovations and technologies. Henkel Adhesive Technologies is the global leader in the adhesives market – across all industry segments worldwide. In its Laundry & Home Care and Beauty Care businesses, Henkel holds leading positions in many markets and categories around the world. Founded in 1876, Henkel looks back on more than 140 years of success. In 2016, Henkel reported sales of 18.7 billion euros, adjusted operating profit of 3.2 billion euros. Its three top brands, Persil (detergent), Schwarzkopf (hair care) and Loctite (adhesive) generated more than 6 billion euros in combined sales. Henkel employs more than 50,000 people globally – a passionate and highly diverse team, united by a strong company culture, a common purpose to create sustainable value, and shared values. As a recognized leader in sustainability, Henkel holds top positions in many international indices and rankings. Henkel’s preferred shares are listed in the German stock index DAX. For more information, please visit www.henkel.com
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Electronic components play a more and more important role in modern car manufacturing.

Autonomous driving is becoming reality.

High-impact solutions from Henkel for automotive electronics applications.



